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Let X and Y be two real Hilbert spaces with the dimension of X greater than 1.
Several cases about the AleksandrovRassias problem for T : X Y preserving
two or three distances are presented and geometric interpretations of these cases
are also given.  2001 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
Given two metric spaces X and Y and a mapping T : X Y, what do
we really need to know about T in order to be sure that T is an isometry?
Consider the following situation. For some fixed number r  0 suppose
Ž .that T preserves distance r ; i.e., for all x, y in X with d x, y  r, weX
Ž . Ž . Ž .have d Tx, Ty  r, where d ,  , d ,  denote the metric in theY X Y
space X and Y, respectively. Then r is called a conservative distance for
the mapping T. The basic problem of conservative distances is whether the
existence of a single conseratie distance for some T implies that T is an
isometry of X into Y. It is also called the Aleksandrov problem, since it was
 formulated for the case X Y by Aleksandrov 1 . When X and Y are
normed vector spaces, we may assume without loss of generality that the
Ž  .number r 1 see 11 .
 The Aleksandrov problem has been extensively studied by 315 . The
Aleksandrov problem has been solved for finite-dimensional real Eu-
n  clidean spaces X Y . If n 1, Beckman and Quarles 3 gave an
1 Supported by the Foundation of Science and Art of Central South University of Technol-
ogy.
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example that T :  is defined by
x 1, if x is an integer,
T x Ž . ½ x , otherwise.
Such a mapping T preserves distance 1, but is not an isometry. If
2 n , T :  n n must be an isometry due to a theorem of
 Beckman and Quarles 3 , and must be a linear isometry up to translation
  due to Baker 2 . For X Y , an example of a unit distance preserv-
ing mapping that is not an isometry has been given by Beckman and
     Quarles 3 and Rassias 8 . Furthermore, Rassias 9 has also proved the
following result:
 THEOREM 1 9 . For any integer n 1, there exists an integer n suchm
that N n implies that there exists a map T :  n N which preseresm
distance 1 but is not an isometry.
  ŽRassias in 10 posed the following question also called the Aleksan-
.drovRassias problem : What happens if we require, instead of one consera-
tie distance for a mapping between normed ector spaces, two conseratie
distances? An answer in strictly convex vector spaces was given by Benz
 and Berens 5 as follows:
 THEOREM 2 5 . Let X and Y be real normed ector spaces. Assume that
dim X 2 and Y is strictly conex. Suppose T : X Y satisfies that:
Ž .    Ž . Ž .1 for all x, y	 X with x
 y  , T x 
 T y   ;
Ž .    Ž . Ž .2 for all x, y	 X with x
 y  , T x 
 T y  .
Then T is a linear isometry up to translation.
It is easy to verify by the triangle inequality that the conditions in
Theorem 2 are equivalent to that T preserves the two distances  and 
for some integer  greater than 1.
If T preserves two distances with a noninteger ratio, and X and Y are
real normed vector spaces such that Y is strictly convex and dim X 2, it
Ž  .is an open problem whether or not T must be an isometry see 10 .
In this paper, we will discuss several cases that T : X Y preserves two
or three distances with a noninteger ratio, and X and Y are real Hilbert
Ž .spaces. Ambiguously, we denote by ,  the inner products in both X
and Y.
2. MAIN RESULTS
THEOREM 2.1. Let X and Y be real Hilbert spaces with dim X 2.
'Suppose that T : X Y preseres the two distances 1 and 3 . Then T is a
linear isometry up to translation.
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Ž .Proof. i We will prove that if p , p , p , p in X form a rhombus of1 2 3 4'   unit side with p 
 p  3 , p 
 p  1,1 3 2 4
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .then T p , T p , T p , T p in Y also form a rhombus of unit side1 2 3 4' Ž . Ž .  Ž . Ž .with T p 
 T p  3 and T p 
 T p  1 as1 3 2 4
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .In fact, set x T p 
 T p , y T p 
 T p , and z T p 
2 1 4 1 3'Ž .    T p , since T preserves the two distances 1 and 3 . Then x  y 1 '       x
 y  z
 x  z
 y  1, z  3 , and
1 x
 y , x
 y  x , x 
 2 x , y  y , y ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
1 z
 x , z
 x  z , z 
 2 z , x  x , xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
and
1 z
 y , z
 y  z , z 
 2 z , y  y , y .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Hence
1 3x , y  , z , x  z , y  ,Ž . Ž . Ž .2 2
and
z
 x
 y , z
 x
 yŽ .
 z , z 
 2 z , x 
 2 z , y  x , x  2 x , y  y , y  0.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .So z x y. That is to say, T p , T p , T p , T p in Y also form a1 2 3 4' Ž . Ž .  Ž . Ž .rhombus of unit side with T p 
 T p  3 , T p 
 T p  1.3 1 4 2
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Furthermore, T p is in the span determined by T p , T p , T p and3 1 2 4
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž Ž . Ž ..T p 
 T p  T p 
 T p  T p 
 T p .3 1 2 1 4 1
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p qŽ .  ii Let p, q	 X with p
 q  2 and p  . Since dim X 2,1 2
then we can select p , p in X such that p, p , p , p and p , p , p , q2 3 1 2 3 1 3 2'   form two rhombuses of unit side with p 
 p  p 
 q  3 as2 3
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .By step i , T p , T p , T p , T p and T p , T p , T p , T q1 2 3 1 3 2
 Ž . Ž .  Ž . Ž .form two rhombuses of unit side with T p 
 T p  T p 
 T q2 3' Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . 3 . Set x T p 
 T p and y T p 
 T p . Then x
 y1 3
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .T p 
 T p , T p 
 T p  x y and T q 
 T p  T p 
1 3 2 3 1
Ž .. Ž Ž . Ž ..  Ž . Ž .    Ž Ž .T p  T p 
 T p . Hence T q 
 T p  2 x  2 T p 
3 2 3 1
Ž ..T p  2. Hence T preserves distance 2. By Theorem 2, T is a linear
isometry up to translation.
Note 1. In Theorem 2.1, the condition on X cannot be relaxed. For
Ž . Ž . Ž .example, let T :  defined by T x  x  x where  x is de-
fined by
0, x	 A ,
 x  for all x	 ,Ž . ½ 1, x A
'  4where A a b 3 a, b	 are rational numbers . It is easy to verify
'that T preserves distances 1 and 3 . But T is not an isometry.
Note 2. Let X and Y be real Hilbert spaces with dim X 2. Suppose
T : X Y, and X, Y are two real Hilbert spaces with dim X 2. In
general, for any three points p , p , p in X that form an equilateral1 2 3
triangle of unit side length, if Tp , Tp , Tp also form an equilateral1 2 3
triangle with the same size
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T need not be an isometry. If T satisfies the condition that for any three
points p , p , p in X that form a triangle also the points Tp , Tp , Tp1 2 3 1 2 3
form a triangle with the same size
then T must be a linear isometry up to translation.
COROLLARY 2.2. Let X and Y be real Hilbert spaces with dim X 2.
'Suppose T : X Y satisfies that T preseres the two distances 1 and n 3 for
some positie integer n. Then T is a linear isometry up to translation.
Ž .Proof. i If n 1, by Theorem 2.1, it is affirmative for Corollary 2.2.
Ž .ii For case n 2
'Ž .  ii.1 Let p, q	 X satisfying p
 q  3 . Since dim X 2, we
can select two points p , p such that p, p , q, p form a rhombus with1 2 1 2
  Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .p 
 p  1. Let x T p 
 T p , y T p 
 T p , and z T q2 1 1 2
Ž .
 T p . Since T preserves the unit distance, we have
         x  y  x
 y  z
 x  z
 y  1,
2 2 2 '       'x y  2 x  2 y 
 x
 y  3 .
Hence
1 1x , y  and z , x  z , y  z , z ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 2
and by the CauchySchwartz inequality,
2 '       z  z , x y  z x y  3 z ,Ž .
' '   and z  Tq
 Tp  3 . Thus, distance 3 is contractive by T.
'Ž .ii.2 Suppose that T preserves the two distances 1 and n 3 for
' some positive integer n 2. Let p, q 	 X satisfying p
 q  3 . Set1 1
q  p k p
 q , k 2, . . . , n.Ž .k 1
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'     Then q 
 q  q 
 p  3 , k 1, 2, . . . , n
 1, and q 
 p  nk1 k 1 n'3 . Since dim X 2, we can construct n rhombuses of unit side as
Ž .By step ii.1 , we can get
'T q 
 T p  3 ,Ž . Ž .1
' 'T q 
 T q  3 , . . . , T q 
 T q  3 ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 1 n n
1
and
n
T q 
 T p  T q 
 T p  T q 
 T qŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýn 1 k k
1
k2
' n 3 .
'Since Y is an Hilbert space and T preserves distance n 3 , then
'T q 
 T p  T q 
 T q    T q 
 T q  3 .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 n n
1
'Hence distance 3 is also preserved by T. By Theorem 2.1, T is a linear
isometry up to translation.
A generalized form of Theorem 2.1 is given as follows
THEOREM 2.3. Let X and Y be real Hilbert spaces with dim X 2.
2 2'Suppose that T : X Y preseres the three distances a, b, and 2 a  b for
some positie constants a and b satisfying 0  a 2b. Then T is a linear
isometry up to translation.
Proof. In case b 2 a, by Theorem 2, T is a linear isometry up to
translation.
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In case 0  b 2 a
Ž .i Similar to the proof in Corollary 2.2, first, it is easy to verify that
   if p , p , p , p in X form a parallelogram with p 
 p  p 
 p 1 2 3 4 2 1 3 4
2 2'       a, p 
 p  p 
 p  b, p 
 p  2 a  b , p 
 p  b,3 2 4 1 1 3 2 4
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .  Ž .then also T p , T p , T p , T p form a parallelogram with T p 
1 2 3 4 2
Ž .  Ž . Ž .  Ž . Ž .  Ž . Ž .T p  T p 
 T p  a, T p 
 T p  T p 
 T p 1 3 4 3 2 4 1
2 2' Ž . Ž .  Ž . Ž . Ž .b, T p 
 T p  2 a  b , T p 
 T p  b, and T p 
1 3 2 4 3
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž Ž . Ž ..T p  T p 
 T p  T p 
 T p .1 2 1 4 1
p qŽ .  ii Second, let p, q	 X with p
 q  2 a and p  . Since1 2
dim X 2, we can select p , p in X such that p, p , p , p and2 3 1 2 3
    p , p , p , q form two parallelograms with p 
 p  a, p 
 p  p1 3 2 1 2 1 3

 p  b.1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .By step i , T p , T p , T p , T p and T p , T p , T p , T q form1 2 3 1 3 2
two parallelograms with side length a and b.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Set x T p 
 T p and y T p 
 T p . Then x
 y T p 
1 3 1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . Ž ..T p , T p 
 T p  x y, and T q 
 T p  T p 
 T p 3 2 3 1 3
Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . Ž ..T p 
 T p . Hence T q 
 T p  2 x  2 T p 
 T p and2 3 1
 Ž . Ž .T q 
 T p  2 a. So T preserves distance 2 a. By Theorem 2, T is a
linear isometry up to translation.
Note 3. Let X and Y be real Hilbert spaces with dim X 2. Suppose
that T : X Y, and X, Y are two real Hilbert spaces with dim X 2. If T
satisfies the condition that for any four points p , p , p , p in X that1 2 3 4
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form a parallelogram, also Tp , Tp , Tp , Tp form a parallelogram with the1 2 3 4
same size
then T is a linear isometry up to translation.
Suppose that X and Y are real Hilbert spaces with dim X 2, and
T : X Y satisfies the condition that T preserves the two distances a and
   b. p , p , p , p in X form a parallelogram with p 
 p  p 
 p 1 2 3 4 2 1 4 3
     a, p 
 p  p 
 p  p 
 p  b, and by the same way as in the3 2 4 1 4 2
2 2'proof of Corollary 2.2, distance 2 a  b is contractive by T. If T
2 2'preserves distance n 2 a  b , similar to the proof of Corollary 2.2,
2 2'distance 2 a  b is also preserved by T. Hence we have
COROLLARY 2.4. Let X and Y be real Hilbert spaces with dim X 2.
Ž .Suppose that T : X Y preseres the three distances a, b a 2b , and
2 2'n 2 a  b for some positie constants a, b, and for some positie integer n.
Then T is a linear isometry up to translation.
Similar to the proof of Theorem 2.3, we have that
COROLLARY 2.5. Let X and Y be real Hilbert spaces with dim X 2.
Ž .Suppose that T : X Y preseres the three distances a, b b 2 a , and
2 2'n a  2b for some positie constants a, b, and for some positie integer n.
Then T is a linear isometry up to translation.
For another case that T : X Y preserves three distances, the follow-
ing is true.
THEOREM 2.6. Let X and Y be real Hilbert spaces with dim X 2.
Ž .Suppose that T : X Y preseres the three distances 1, a 0 a 2 , and
2'n 4
 a for some nonnegatie constant a and positie integer n greater than
or equal to 2. Then T is a linear isometry up to translation.
Ž .Proof. i In case a 0 or a 2, T is obviously a linear isometry up
 to translation due to Benz and Berens 5 .
Ž .ii.1 In case 0  a 2, first, we will prove that supposing p, q are
2 2' '   Ž . Ž .in X with p
 q  4
 a , then T p 
 T q  4
 a .
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2' Let p, q be in X with p
 q  4
 a . Then we can construct a
       parallelogram pp qp with p 
 p  p 
 p  q
 p  q
 p1 2 1 2 1 2
  1, and p 
 p  a as2 1
 Ž . Ž .  Ž .Since T preserves distances 1 and a, then T p 
 T p  T p 
1 2
Ž .  Ž . Ž .  Ž . Ž .  Ž . Ž .T p  T q 
 T p  T q 
 T p  1 and T p 
 T p 1 2 2 1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .a. Let x T p 
 T p , y T p 
 T p , z T q 
 T p . Then1 2
x
 y , x
 y  x , x 
 2 x , y  y , y  a2 ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
z
 x , z
 x  z , z 
 2 z , x  x , x  1,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
and
z
 y , z
 y  z , z 
 2 z , y  y , y  1.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Hence
z , zŽ .
2' x y  4
 a , z , x  z , y  .Ž . Ž .
2
So by the CauchySchwartz inequality,
  2    z  z , z  z , x  z , y  z , x y  z  x yŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
2'   4
 a z .
Hence
2' T q 
 T p  z  4
 a .Ž . Ž .
Ž .ii.2 Second, suppose that T preserves the two distances 1 and
2' n 4
 a for some positive integer n 2. Let p, q 	 X satisfying p
1
2'q  4
 a . Set1
q  p k q 
 p , k 2, . . . , n.Ž .k 1
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2'    Then q 
 q  q 
 p  4
 a , k 1, 2, . . . , n
 1, and q 
k1 k 1 n
2'p  n 4
 a . Since dim X 2, we can construct n rhombuses of unit
side as
Ž .By step ii.1 , we can get
2'T q 
 T p  4
 a , T q 
 T qŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 1
2 2' ' 4
 a , . . . , T q 
 T q  4
 a ,Ž . Ž .n n
1
and
n
T q 
 T p  T q 
 T p  T q 
 T qŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýn 1 k k
1
k2
2' n 4
 a .
2'Since Y is an Hilbert space and T preserves distance n 4
 a , we have
T q 
 T p  T q 
 T q    T q 
 T qŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 n n
1
2' 4
 a .
2'Hence distance 4
 a is also preserved by T. By Theorem 2, T is a
linear isometry up to translation.
Ž .In Theorem 2.6, we set a 2 sin  0  and let 2 sin  2n cos  .
2
2 2 2' ' Ž .Then we can get tg n and a n 4
 a  2n n  1  n  1 . So
we have
COROLLARY 2.7. Let X and Y be real Hilbert spaces with dim X 2.
2 2' ŽSuppose that T : X Y preseres the two distances 1 and 2n n  1  n
. 1 , where n is a positie integer greater than or equal to 2. Then T is a linear
isometry up to translation.
Moreover, for dim X 3, the case for T preserving two distances with
noninteger ratio is given as follows:
THEOREM 2.8. Let X and Y be real Hilbert spaces with dim X 3.
'Suppose that T : X Y preseres the two distances 1 and 2 . Then T is a
linear isometry up to translation.
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Ž .Proof. i First, we will prove that if p , p , p , p in X form a square1 2 3 4'   of unit side with p 
 p  p 
 p  2 as1 3 2 4
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .then also T p , T p , T p , T p in Y form a square of unit side with1 2 3 4 ' Ž . Ž .  Ž . Ž .T p 
 T p  T p 
 T p  2 .1 3 2 4
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .In fact, set x T p 
 T p , y T p 
 T p , and z T p 
2 1 4 1 3'Ž .      T p . Since T preserves distances 1 and 2 , then x  y  z
 x 1 '     z
 y  1 and z  x
 y  2 . Since Y is a real Hilbert space, we
have
x
 y , x
 y  x , x 
 2 x , y  y , y  2,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
z
 x , z
 x  z , z 
 2 z , x  x , x  1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
and
z
 y , z
 y  z , z 
 2 z , y  y , y  1.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Hence
x , y  0 and z , x  z , y  1,Ž . Ž . Ž .
and
z
 x
 y , z
 x
 yŽ .
 z , z 
 2 z , x 
 2 z , y  x , x  2 x , y  y , y  0.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .So z x y. Thus, T p , T p , T p , T p form a square of unit side1 2 3 4' Ž . Ž .  Ž . Ž . Ž .with T p 
 T p  T p 
 T p  2 . Especially, T p is in3 1 4 2 3
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . Ž ..the span of T p , T p , T p , and T p 
 T p  T p 
 T p1 2 4 3 1 2 1
Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž Ž .. T p 
 T p see graph 2.134 1
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'Ž .  ii Let p, q	 X with p
 q  3 . Since dim X 3, we can
' construct a cube of unit side with p
 q  3 as
pp p p , p p qp , pp p p , p p p q, pp p p , and p p p q form1 2 3 1 2 4 1 4 5 2 3 6 3 6 5 4 5 6
squares of unit side.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .By step i , T p T p T p T p , T p T p T q T p ,1 2 3 1 2 4
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .T p T p T p T p , T p T p T p T q , T p T p T p T p ,1 4 5 2 3 6 3 6 5
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .and T p T p T p T q also form squares of unit side, respectively, and4 5 6
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .T p , T p are in the spans of T p , T p , T p and T p , T p ,5 6 1 4 2 3
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .T q , respectively. Hence T p , T p , T p , T p , T p , T p , T p ,1 2 3 4 5 6
Ž .  Ž . Ž .and T q form a cube of unit side. It is easy to verify that T p 
 T q 
' '3 . So T preserves distance 3 . By Theorem 2.1, T is a linear isometry up
to translation.
Note 4. According to Theorem 2.8, suppose that X and Y are real
Hilbert spaces and dim X 3. If T : X Y transforms any square in X
into a square in Y, then T is a linear isometry up to translation.
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